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Croven Li did not hide it.

After all, there is nothing to hide.

Mark had the right to come and go freely.

Therefore, Croven Li and the others also told Wu Yang and others that Mark had gone
home.

“Go home?” “When did you leave?” “Why didn’t I know?” Before, Wu Yang and others
thought that Mark could not bear loneliness and went to a nearby town to play.

But he never expected that this Mark would go home without even saying hello.

Moreover, when they learned that Mark had been home for ten days, they were naturally
even more angry!

“It’s a nonsense!” “Is this still a soldier?” “Leaving duty without permission, it takes ten
days to leave?” “What does he want to do?” “Is he trying to turn the sky over!” Orell Lin
cursed angrily.

Wu Yang on the side did not speak, but his face was pale, and he seemed to be angry.

“Commander of Armed Forces, I said long ago that this stinky boy is unreliable and can’t
be reused.”

“What is it now?” “Guangte is eating out money!” “If we find out in time today, I’m afraid it
will delay major events!” Orell Lin continued to slander Mark maliciously.

From the beginning, Orell Lin had never caught a cold with Mark.

After all, Mark not only disturbed his good deeds of electing Wei Qing as chief instructor,
but also indulged Denren to abolish his son Lin Fan.

It can be said that Orell Lin had already put Mark as a thorn in his eyes, and wanted to
get rid of it quickly.



His purpose in recommending Solmen Chan as the deputy instructor again today is to
find opportunities in the future to assign Mark.

But now it seems that there is no need for the future. Today’s opportunity is here.

Therefore, Orell Lin suggested to Wu Yang to remove Mark from all posts and abolish
his major general rank. At the same time, he was arrested for malfeasance and sent to a
military court for trial!

“Commander, no.”

“Our instructor Chu did not dereliction of duty. He has been teaching us attentively.”

“During this period, we have made great progress in accordance with the training
method of instructor Chu.”
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At this moment, Denren, who was in the medicinal bath in the next room, ran in after
hearing the movement and explained to Mark.

“Yes, Commander. Instructor Chu is absolutely unrelenting. Before leaving, he
formulated a strict training plan for us.”

“Moreover, this is definitely not leaving without authorization. Isn’t it the right of instructor
Chu to enter and leave freely?” Croven Li and others People have also opened up.

“Shut up.”

“It’s utterly unreasonable!” “The commander of the military gave him the right, not for
him to abuse it.”

“He left the post without a report, and won’t return for ten days.”

“No organization, no discipline, no dignity!” “Commander, this wind must not grow, and
must be severely punished.”

“I suggest that the commander immediately deprive the bastard of his rank and go to jail
for investigation!” Orell Lin said sharply, seemingly not to put Mark to death and never
give up.

But Wu Yang didn’t speak, but his face was sullen and silent.

Obviously, he was also hesitating whether to punish Mark severely.



“Commander of the military, I think it’s easy to judge whether this Chu instructor is
malfeasance and slack.”

“Just check the results of Chu instructor.”
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